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ABSTRACT 

Authentication is the first line of defense against 

compromising confidentiality and integrity. People can 

remember pictures better and for longer periods than 

alphanumeric passwords. All graphical passwords have two 

different aspects which are usability and security. Woefully 

none of these schemes were being able to fulfill both of these 

aspects at the same time. We analyze the known attack 

method and categorize them into two kinds Attack by 

Password Space and Attack by Password Capture. In this 

paper we summarized the usability and security reported in 

some user‟s studies of recognition based graphical password 

schemes. Finally some suggestion were given  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally the security of digital device has focused on 

low level, technical design and implementation details 

.Security experts often refer to humans as the “weakest link” 

in the security chain [1]. Security and usability are two 

opposite end of spectrum. When security of system is 

increases then their usability is decreases and usability 

features increases then there security decreases. An 

important goal of knowledge based authentication is to 

support users in selecting password of higher security with 

lager password space. 

The base question is that weather the graphical password as 

secure as text base password?  If we design the graphical 

password system properly then answer is yes. As knowledge 

base password system is less costly compare to others 

systems. The measure constitutes taken into consideration 

while designing system should be less vulnerable to attack 

[2]. 

The remaining of this paper organized as follows section II 

briefly reviews the authentication methods ,section III 

introduces literature survey and configuration survey of six 

current Recognition based graphical password(RBGP) 

schemes. Section IV usability features in RBGP, section V 

details with security attack type based on password space and 

password capture. Section VI is summarization of usability 

and security in RBGP schemes and in section VII finally 

conclusion and some suggestion are given. 

2. RELATED WORK 
A Password is a form of secret authentication data i.e. used 

to control access to a resource. User authentication is the 

process during which a (human) user proves they are who 

they claim to be. This is achieved by a distinctive 

characteristic. This characteristic can differentiate one 

individual from another. These characteristics can be called 

authentication factors and are said to fall into three 

categories: things you know (knowledge-based 

authentication, e.g. a password), things you have (token 

based authentication, e.g. a card or key), and things you are 

(physical biometrics e.g. finger prints, face or retina scans) 

[3]. 

Biometric authentication gives unique identity to user. 

Biometric authentication provides high security than the text 

based password but devices used for such authentication are 

very costly. Hence authentication process is complex and 

time consuming than other. Security and usability of token 

based authentication system is high. But main problem with 

this system is once the token is lost then the entire system 

security getting lost. Knowledge based authentication 

techniques helps to enhance real high security. This 

technique is having the greater password space so it is 

difficult to break password from specific security attack. 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Graphical password authentication has two types 

Recognition based scheme and Recall based scheme. 

Recognition based schemes, also called Cognometric 

schemes, in this scheme user has to recognize pictures during 

login time from the given portfolio. In recall based graphical 

password authentication has two types of picture password 

techniques are there reproducing a drawing and repeating the 

selection [4]. 

The user has to verify knowledge of a secret he or she shares 

with the system. Contrary to the abstract nature of textual 

passwords, graphical authentication relies on visual memory 

and user has to access that secret in stored memory. 

Definition of Recognition base Graphical Password (RBGP) 

[5] is as follow: 

 Pass Image – Select images from the set of images 

for authentication 

 Distracter - An image shown on a challenge screen 

which is not a Pass Image for the user. 

 Challenge screen - When a user authenticates, they 

are presented with multiple grids of images which 

includes a Pass Image and a number of distracter 

images. Each grid is called a challenge screen. 

 Challenge session –This is the authentication 

session. This consists of a number of challenge 

screens i.e test screen from which the user must 

choose their Pass Image. 

 Pass Image set - The set of images which comprise 

the user‟s selection of Pass Image. 
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Recognition Based Graphical password Schemes 

Déjà vu [6] scheme has been introduced. It has to select and 

memorize a subset of “random art” images from a portfolio 

and the collection is generated using mathematical formula. 

While login into the system users has to recognize images 

from a set of decoys images. During authentication, select 5 

images which belong to user‟s portfolio from a panel of 25 

images. Images are abstract it is more difficult for users to 

write down their password or share it with others by 

describing their images. All the portfolio images are saving 

on trusted server 

Pass Face Scheme [7] is the most extensively to date is than 

others. In this scheme user has to pre-select a set of human 

faces. During login, users must select the face belonging to 

their set from among decoys. Several such rounds are 

repeated with different panels. For successful login, each 

round must be executed correctly. The set of images in a 

panel remains constant between logins, but images are 

permuted within a panel, incurring some usability cost. 

In 2004, the story scheme [8] proposed by categorizing the 

available picture to 9 categories. User has to select at least 5 

pass images as passwords from the mixed pictures of 9 

categories in order to make a story easily to remember.  

Use Your Illusion [9] requires that users select portfolio 

images from panels of decoys. The idea is that the 

authenticate user can still recognize the images even the 

images are distorted, while the distortion creates difficulties 

for others to guess the password. This scheme is resistant to 

social engineering and shoulder-surfing attacks. 

Weinshall [10] proposed the Cognitive Authentication 

scheme intended to be safe against spyware and shoulder-

surfing. Keyboard input is used rather than a mouse and 

users must recognize images from their previously 

memorized portfolio.  

In Convex hull Clicks scheme [11], users select and 

memorize a portfolio of images, and must recognize these 

images from among decoys displayed, over several rounds. 

The images are small icons and several dozen are randomly 

positioned on the screen. Each panel contains at least three of 

the user‟s icons. When the system uses five pass icons it is 

good resistant to shoulder surfing than three pass icons. This 

design is intended to protect against shoulder-surfing, but 

comes at a cost of longer login times. 

Table I shows configuration survey of Recognition base 

graphical password scheme 

Table 1. Configuration Survey 

Schemes Pass 

image

s 

Total 

no. of 

image

s 

Image as 

assignme

nt  

Image 

Type 

Orde

r  

Déjà vu 5 25 Selected 

by user 

Random art No 

Pass face 3 24 Assigned 

to user 

Faces No 

Story  5 9 Selected 

by user 

Photograph

s of objects 

Yes 

Use your 

illusion 

3 24 Provided 

by user 

Personal 

photograph

s obscured 

No 

Cognitiv

e 

authentic

ation 

30 80 Provided 

by user 

Random art No 

Convex 

hull 

clicks 

5 100 Provided 

by user 

Photograph

s of object 

Yes 

4. USABILITY FEATURES IN RBGP 

SCHEME 
There is no universal protocol for designing usable system 

for graphical password system. If the product can be 

achieving objectives of user then the product is more 

qualitative [12].Objectives of user is effectiveness, efficiency 

and satisfaction. Human have greater ability to remember 

items if it seen before. This is an easier memory task than to 

recognize item than the recall. To achieve that, there are six 

main usability features have been identified. The features are 

memorability, efficiency, input reliability and accuracy, easy 

and fun to use, grid based and freedom of choice. 

5. SECURITY ATTACKS IN RBGP 

SCHEME 
Security attack in graphical password authentication 

techniques are categories into attack type by Guessability, 

Recordability and Observability are as follows. 

5.1 Password Space 
 Password space is the number of choices from the portfolio 

available to users for selecting a password [13]. The 

important factor of secure password system is password 

space. There are two kinds of password space practical 

password space and theoretical password space (TPS).For 

each recognition based graphical scheme it is very difficult to 

analyses ideal formula, because practical password space 

differs from scheme to scheme. RBGP schemes usually 

include total no. of images with size N and d is the user‟s 

picture password. Password pictures can be in order or in 

disorder. The equation (1) and (2) are orderly and disorderly 

TPS. 

The orderly TPS is:  

∑d
r=1 

rPn =∑d
r=1  N!/(N-R)!                        (1) 

The disorderly TPS is:  

∑d
r=1 

rCn =∑d
r=1  N!/R(N-R)!                     (2) 

5.1.1 Brute Force Attack  
Brute force attack is orderly comprehensive key search 

technique. This attack searches all possible elements in the 

TPS until the correct one is found. When the theoretical 

password space is large then it is very hard to crack the 

password. 

5.1.2 Dictionary Attack 
Dictionary attack involves guessing passwords from an 

exhaustive list called a dictionary.  

5.2  Password Capture 
Common means of attack are Observability and 

Recordability [14][15]: social engineering and spyware 

attack, Shoulder surfing, intersection analysis. 
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5.2.1 Shoulder Surfing 
Shoulder surfing refers to someone watching over a users 

shoulder when user enters password information into system. 

CHC is battle to shoulder surfing attack. Other schemes like 

Deja vu, Pass Faces and Story are falls under shoulder 

surfing attack because password images are directly display 

on challenge screen and it is observed by criminals. 

5.2.2 Intersection Analysis 
Criminals can use the intersection of two test sets to leak the 

password images. While login into the system ,the password 

images may be key to system or it may be decoy images that  

are part of test sets then intersection attack is more 

vulnerable to such scheme In Deja vu, all the password 

images are part of the challenge sets, and decoy icons are 

changed in each round.. Convex Hull Clicks and Pass Faces 

using multiple images choice as pass objects are also falls 

under such intersection attack.  

5.2.3 Social Engineering 
Orgill et al. social engineering attack techniques are 

Tricking, Phishing and Pharming. Graphical passwords are 

less susceptible to Tricking. For Deja vu and Use Your 

Illusion, the pictures are random art. It is very difficult to 

describe them verbally and record them.  Convex Hull Click, 

there are many icons, icons are easy to describe with others 

.In story scheme pictures can be easily describe to others 

Remaining schemes which uses pictures such type of attack 

is more susceptible to social engineering. 

5.2.4 Spyware attack 
Spyware is a type of malware that secretly collects password 

information without knowing to use. The presence spyware, 

which includes some loggers and some scrapers  whose click 

points or drawing style are fixed for every login, such recall 

based scheme are easy to crack by mouse –loggers contrary 

in RBGP schemes when click points and drawing style are 

not fixed, these schemes are hard to crack by mouse-loggers 

or key-loggers. 

To protect user‟s information joint efforts should be taken 

from both perspective users and developers. From 

perspective they should use strong antivirus software from 

developers perspective password scheme must be more 

secure and reliable  

6. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 

RBGP SCHEME 
Summarizes Table II, the security of the 6 graphical 

password schemes we analyzed. X it is resistant to attack.√√  

the scheme is open to attack. In the Tricking, Phishing, 

„Middle‟ denotes that difficulty has increased. „Difficult‟ 

means the Tricking or Phishing is difficult. In the Spyware 

Attack column, „Screen‟ means screen-scrapers can be used 

in the scheme. We have analyzed that some systems which 

require high security levels, it is appropriate to sacrifice 

some usability to ensure the absolute security. The security 

of the recognition based graphical password can be 

quantifiably measured in terms of resistance to observation 

and guessing attack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Security Of Rbgp 

 

Scheme 

Déjà 

vu 

Pass 

face 

Story Use 

your 

illusio

n 

Cogniti

ve 

authent

ication 

Convex 

hull 

clicks 

Password 

Space(bits) 

16 13 12 11 73 32 

  

  

GGuueess

ssaabbiill

iittyy 

BBrruuiitt  

FFoorrccee  

AAttttaacckk 

XX  XX  XX  XX  √√  √√  

DDiiccttiioonnaarr

yy  AAttttaacckk  
√√ XX √√ √√ √√ √√ 

  

  

OObbssee

rrvvaabbii

lliittyy 

SShhoouullddeerr  

SSuurrffiinngg  
XX XX XX XX √√ √√ 

SSppyywwaarree  

AAttttaacckk  
SSccrree

eenn 
SSccrree

eenn 
SSccrreeee

nn 
SSccrreeee

nn 
√√ √√ 

  

  

RReeccoo

rrddaabbii

lliittyy 

IInntteerrsseeccttii

oonn  AAttttaacckk  
XX √√ XX XX XX √√ 

  

TTrriicckkiinngg 
DDiiffffii

ccuulltt 
DDiiffffii

ccuulltt 
DDiiffffiicc

uulltt 
MMiiddddll

ee 
DDiiffffiiccuu

lltt 
DDiiffffiiccuulltt 

  

PPhhiisshhiinngg  
MMiidd

ddllee 
MMiidd

ddllee 
MMiiddddll

ee 
MMiiddddll

ee 
DDiiffffiiccuu

lltt 
DDiiffffiiccuulltt 

 
Summarizes Table III the usability features of 6 recognition 

base graphical Password schemes we analyzed ‟Y‟ means 

yes or available and ‟N‟ means not or not applicable to 

specific schemes. So we have analyzed that user 

requirements with the special target environment For 

example portable devices, such as mobile phones, which 

generally do not contain confidential information, we may 

pay more attention to usability aspect. 

Table 3. Usability Of Rbgp 

SScchheemmee  Déj

à vu 

Pass 

face 

Sto

ry 

Use 

you

r 

illus

ion 

Cogniti

ve 

authenti

cation 

Conv

ex 

hull 

clicks 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

UU

ss

aa

bb

ii

ll

ii

tt

yy  

  

ssaa

ttii

ssff

aa

cctt

iioo

nn  

MMoouussee  uussaaggee  YY  YY  NN  YY  YY  YY  

MMeeaanniinnggffuull  NN  NN  NN  YY  YY  NN  

KKeeyybbooaarrdd  

uussaaggee  
NN  YY  YY  YY  NN  YY  

CCrreeaattee  

ssiimmppllyy  
YY  YY  YY  YY  YY  YY  

mmeemmoorraabbiilliitt

yy  
NN  YY  YY  YY  YY  YY  

SSiimmppllee  sstteeppss  YY  YY  YY  YY  YY  YY  

TTrraaiinniinngg  

ssuuppppllyy  
YY  YY  YY  NN  YY  NN  

AAssssiiggnnaabbllee  

iimmaaggee  
YY  YY  YY  YY  NN  NN  

NNiiccee  

iinntteerrffaaccee  
NN  YY  NN  YY  YY  NN  

PPlleeaassaanntt  

PPiiccttuurree  
NN  YY  NN  YY  NN  NN  

EE

ffff

iicc

iiee

nn

cc

yy  

AApppplliiccaabbllee  NN  NN  YY  YY  YY  NN  

EE

ffff

ee

cctt

iivv

ee

nn

eess

ss  

RR  aanndd  DD  NN  YY  NN  NN  YY  YY  
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7. CONCLUSION 
Human tends to remember graphics and image better than 

text and it is more difficult to break the graphical passwords 

from traditional attack methods: Brute Force Search, 

Dictionary Attack, or Spyware. Usability and security 

represents opposite ends of a spectrum. Therefore the 

tradeoffs require based on the User‟s requirement. The 

security of the RBGP can be quantifiably measure in terms 

of resistant to Guessing Attack and Observation 

attack.Feature scope is need to be implement Hybrid method 

using Recall Based Graphical Password and Recognition 

Based Graphical Password 
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